The spatial alignment of the detector and the accurate calibration of its subcomponents are essential elements to achieve the best physics performance, e.g. mass and impact parameter resolution. The complete calibration of RICH detectors allows an exclusive selection using particle identification criteria. 
Better alignment σ Υ = 92 MeV/c 2 σ Υ = 49 MeV/c 2 Invariant mass distribution for Υ → µµ.
Without PID cuts With PID cuts Signal
Why Online?
Minimize the difference between online and offline performance. More effective trigger selection. Stability of the alignment quality, hence physics performances. Analysis can be performed directly on the trigger output [4, 5] .
Possible to reduce the event size to O(10) allowing to save more events in less space!
Invariant mass distribution for
New procedure during Run II General strategy Automatic evaluation at regular intervals, eg. beginning of the run, fill, or less frequently depending on the task. Dedicated data sample to perform alignment or calibration collected with a specific trigger selection line for each task. Compute the new alignment or calibration constants in a few minutes. Update automatically the constants only if needed. The same new alignment or calibration constants will be used both by the trigger and the offline reconstruction.
Outer Tracker and rich calibration
Evaluation of the new parameters by fitting monitoring histograms. Evaluated as an online analysis task on a single CPU.
Tracking alignment and rich mirror alignment
Based on an iterative procedure: a fit to the residuals distributions, for the RICH mirror alignment, or a procedure based on the Kalman track fit residuals, for the tracking detectors.
Reconstruct the tracks using the current alignment constants.
Compute a new set of alignment constants minimizing a global χ 2 .
Iterate until the χ 2 -difference is below a threshold.
Two kinds of alignment tasks defined:
Analyser: perform the track reconstruction based on the alignment constants computed by the iterator. HPD image Affected by magnetic/electric fields. Anode images cleaned, Sobel filter used to detect edge.
Anode images, before and after cleaning and Sobel filter.
rich mirror alignment
Fit the variation of the Cherenkov angle as a function of the mirrors' alignment constants. Run automatically for each fill.
Variation not expected but used as monitoring.
Cherenkov angle residuals VS the azimuthal angle before (left) and after (right) the mirror alignment [6] .
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